
History: RIASEC Classroom Connections
These examples of career connections across RIASEC themes help educators get started so
they can further customize RIASEC-aligned examples for their content. RIASEC themes help
students name and claim their interests and explore future options. Real-world examples as
part of ongoing instruction improve engagement, relevance, and purpose.

Realistic (R)
● Archaeologist: Explore the practical application of history in uncovering and analyzing

artifacts from past civilizations, emphasizing fieldwork and analysis.
● Conservationist: Discuss the role of preserving historical sites and artifacts, focusing on

the tangible aspects of connecting with the past.
Investigative (I)

● Historical Researcher: Introduce the investigative nature of digging into archives,
records, and texts to uncover new insights about the past.

● Genealogist: Highlight the detective work involved in tracing family histories and the
impact of genealogy on understanding personal and cultural identities.

Artistic (A)
● Museum Curator: Discuss the art of curating exhibitions that tell compelling stories about

history through artifacts, art, and interactive displays.
● Historical Novelist: Explore the creative process of weaving factual historical context into

engaging fictional narratives.
Social (S)

● History Teacher: Emphasize the importance of educating future generations about the
lessons and stories from the past.

● Cultural Heritage Manager: Introduce the role of managing and promoting cultural
heritage sites or organizations, focusing on education and community engagement.

Enterprising (E)
● Tourism Director: Discuss the business of historical tourism, including creating engaging

tours and experiences that bring history to life for visitors.
● Documentary Filmmaker: Explore the entrepreneurial aspect of producing

documentaries that highlight historical events and figures.
Conventional (C)

● Archival Manager: Highlight the meticulous work of organizing, preserving, and providing
access to historical documents and records.

● Policy Analyst: Discuss the application of historical knowledge in analyzing and
developing public policies, emphasizing critical thinking and organization.

◯ Know yourself.◯ Develop your talents.◯ Weigh your options.◯ Dream big!
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